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Abstract18

Corridors of size-selected crescent-shaped dunes, known as barchans, are commonly found19

in water, air, and other planetary environments. The growth of barchans results from20

the interplay between a fluid flow and a granular bed, but their size regulation involves21

intricate exchanges between different barchans within a field. One size-regulating mech-22

anism is the binary interaction between nearby dunes, when two dunes exchange mass23

via the near flow field or by direct contact (collision). In a recent Letter (Assis & Franklin,24

2020), we identified five different patterns arising from binary interactions of subaque-25

ous barchans, and proposed classification maps. In this paper, we further inquire into26

binary exchanges by investigating the motion of individual grains while barchans inter-27

act with each other. The experiments were conducted in a water channel where the evo-28

lution of pairs of barchans in both aligned and off-centered configurations was recorded29

by conventional and high-speed cameras. Based on image processing, we obtained the30

morphology of dunes and motion of grains for all interaction patterns. We present the31

trajectories of individual grains, from which we show the origin and destination of mov-32

ing grains, and their typical lengths and velocities. We also show that grains from the33

impacting dune spread with a diffusion-like component over the target barchan, and we34

propose a diffusion length. Our results provide new insights into the size-regulating mech-35

anisms of barchans and barchanoid forms found on Earth and other planets.36

Plain Language Summary37

Barchans are dunes of crescentic shape that are commonly found on Earth, Mars38

and other celestial bodies. Although of similar shape, their scales vary with the environ-39

ment they are in, going from the millennium and kilometer for Martian barchans, down40

to the minute and centimeter in the aquatic case, passing by hundreds of meters and years41

for aeolian barchans. Other common characteristic is that barchans are organized in dune42

fields, where barchan-barchan collisions are an important mechanism for their size reg-43

ulation. We took advantage of the smaller and faster scales of subaqueous dunes and per-44

formed experiments in a water channel, which allowed us to determine the trajectories45

of individual grains while two barchans interacted with each other, something unfeasi-46

ble from field measurements on terrestrial or Martian deserts. We show typical lengths47

and velocities of individual grains, and that, in case of barchan collisions, grains from48

the impacting barchan spread with a diffusive component over the other barchan. Our49

results provide new insights into the evolution of barchans found in water, air, and other50

planetary environments.51

1 Introduction52

Fields of barchan dunes, crescent-shaped dunes with horns pointing downstream,53

are commonly found in different environments, such as rivers, Earth’s deserts and on the54

surface of Mars (Bagnold, 1941; Herrmann & Sauermann, 2000; Hersen, 2004; Elbelrhiti55

et al., 2005; Claudin & Andreotti, 2006; E. J. R. Parteli & Herrmann, 2007), being char-56

acterized by corridors of size-selected barchans. The growth of dunes results from the57

interplay between a fluid flow and a granular bed, with sand being transported as a mov-58

ing layer called bedload. Barchan dunes usually appear under a one-directional fluid flow59

and limited sand supply (Bagnold, 1941), but the regulation of their size involves intri-60

cate interactions between different barchans within a field (Hersen et al., 2004; Hersen61

& Douady, 2005; Kocurek et al., 2010; Génois, Hersen, et al., 2013; Génois, du Pont, et62

al., 2013). Barchan fields observed in nature result thus from complex interactions be-63

tween a fluid flow, a sand bed, and existing bedforms.64

Hersen et al. (2004) showed that an isolated barchan within a dune field is marginally65

stable, since it receives and loses sand in proportion to its width and size of horns, re-66

spectively, meaning that the net flux of sand is positive for large barchans and negative67
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for small ones. In addition, because smaller dunes move faster than larger ones (Bagnold,68

1941), collisions could lead to a coarsening of the barchan field. Elbelrhiti et al. (2005)69

showed that, in fact, barchan-barchan collisions and changes in wind direction induce70

surface waves that propagate faster than the barchan itself, which can regulate the size71

of barchans. If the barchan dune is larger than the characteristic length of the surface72

waves, the latter propagate toward one of the barchan horns and new barchans are ejected,73

a mechanism known as calving. Otherwise, calving is not observed (in case of a barchan-74

barchan collision, the two barchans simply merge). Later, Worman et al. (2013) proposed75

that the wake of an upstream barchan can lead to calving on a downstream dune prior76

(or even without) a barchan-barchan collision, due to the same wave mechanism shown77

by Elbelrhiti et al. (2005).78

The first studies on barchan interactions were based on field measurements of ae-79

olian barchans, such as done by Norris and Norris (1961) and Gay (1999). Field mea-80

surements are still important in investigating barchan interactions (Vermeesch, 2011; El-81

belrhiti et al., 2008; Hugenholtz & Barchyn, 2012), having shown that size regulation and82

the appearance of barchanoid forms are highly influenced by barchan-barchan collisions.83

However, given the long timescales in the aeolian case (of the order of the decade), time84

series for barchan collisions in aeolian fields are frequently incomplete, and conclusive85

results would need around a century to be achieved. In order to overcome this problem,86

numerical and experimental investigations were carried out over the last decades.87

The numerical investigations were conducted using simplified models, both con-88

tinuum (Schwämmle & Herrmann, 2003; Durán et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2019) and dis-89

crete (Katsuki et al., 2011), and most of them incorporated a few rules of barchan in-90

teractions in order to inquire into the mechanisms of sand distribution and evolution of91

dune fields. In particular, Lima et al. (2002) and E. Parteli and Herrmann (2003) pro-92

posed a simple model based on the inter-dune sand flux and a rule for the merging (co-93

alescence) of dunes, Lima et al. (2002) investigating barchan dunes in two dimensions94

and E. Parteli and Herrmann (2003) transverse dunes in one dimension. As results, Lima95

et al. (2002) showed that barchans reach eventually comparable sizes and are confined96

to corridors, and E. Parteli and Herrmann (2003) that transverse dunes reach both the97

same heights and velocities. Later, Katsuki et al. (2005) and Durán et al. (2009) carried98

out numerical simulations to investigate the outcome of barchan-barchan collisions, from99

which they obtained the merging and exchange patterns (described in what follows). In100

addition, Durán et al. (2009) proposed an equation for the size distribution of barchans101

based on a balance of sand flux and a collision model. In the same line of Durán et al.102

(2009), Génois, du Pont, et al. (2013) proposed an agent-based model using the balance103

of sand fluxes and elementary rules for barchan-barchan collisions that included a fragmentation-104

exchange pattern (described next) in addition to the merging and exchange ones. As gen-105

eral results, the models of Durán et al. (2009) and Génois, du Pont, et al. (2013) found106

that sand distribution due to collisions is a mechanism that explains the existence of cor-107

ridors of size-selected barchans, with sparse and large or dense and small barchans. Dif-108

ferent from previous works, Bo and Zheng (2013) simulated numerically the growth and109

evolution of a barchan field using a scale-coupled model (Zheng et al., 2009) in order to110

obtain the probability of barchan-barchan collisions. They found the probabilities for111

the occurrence of three collision patterns (merging, exchange and fragmentation-exchange,112

described next), and showed that probabilities vary with the flow strength, grain diam-113

eter, grain supply and height ratio of barchans. However, although varying several pa-114

rameters, the authors did not investigate the mechanics of collisions, which remains to115

be fully understood.116

In common, previous numerical works pointed toward homogeneous fields, but, al-117

though those investigations reproduced some collision types, model simplifications pre-118

vented them from reproducing correctly all existing short-range interactions (including119

collisions). Being more specific, the interactions strongly influenced by wake effects (chas-120
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ing and fragmentation-chasing, described next), for which collision does not occur, are121

not explicitly dealt with, and the effects of grain types and flow conditions are not taken122

into account. Besides, numerical studies at the grain scale, showing the trajectories of123

individual grains, do not exist at the moment. Some of these aspects were only inves-124

tigated recently (experimentally) at the bedform scale (Assis & Franklin, 2020), and there125

is a complete lack of information at the grain scale.126

Given the relatively fast and small scales of the subaqueous case (in the order of127

minutes and centimeters), the experiments on barchan-barchan interactions were con-128

ducted in water tanks and channels (with the exception of Palmer et al. (2012)). Part129

of them investigated the disturbances in the fluid flow as two barchans approach each130

other, which may affect greatly bedload and surface erosion. In a sequence of experimen-131

tal works, Palmer et al. (2012) investigated the flow disturbances caused by an upstream132

barchan upon a downstream one in a wind tunnel when they are in an aligned config-133

uration, for which they varied the volume ratios and fixed the longitudinal separation,134

and Bristow et al. (2018), Bristow et al. (2019) and Bristow et al. (2020) investigated135

the off-centered configuration in a water channel, where they fixed the volume ratio and136

varied the longitudinal separations. The experiments made use of particle image velocime-137

try (PIV), and found that the wake of the upstream dune increases turbulence levels on138

the downstream stoss surface, causing thus a larger erosion on the downstream dune, and139

that the transverse offset creates a channeling effect around one of the horns of the down-140

stream barchan, promoting dune asymmetry. They showed also that near-bed fluctua-141

tions are particularly increased at the reattachment point and that streamwise vortices142

emerge from the horns, which can enhance even more erosion on the downstream barchan143

depending on the relative positions of dunes.144

Another part of experiments were concerned with the bedform evolution as two dunes145

interacted with each other. In particular, Endo et al. (2004) and Hersen and Douady (2005)146

investigated barchan-barchan collisions, the former using a water flume to study the col-147

lisions of aligned barchans and the latter a tank in which the motion of a tray created148

a relative flow between the water and the bedform to investigate the collisions of off-centered149

barchans. While Endo et al. (2004) varied the mass ratio of barchans and kept the wa-150

ter flow rate, initial conditions and grain types fixed, Hersen and Douady (2005) varied151

the transverse distance of colliding dunes (referred to as impact or offset parameter) and152

maintained the other parameters fixed. In this way, these works complemented each other153

to a certain extent and showed, as main results, that barchan-barchan collisions produce154

smaller dunes, promoting sand redistribution. In addition, Endo et al. (2004) identified155

three types of collision patterns, which they named absorption, ejection and split, and156

which we call merging, exchange and fragmentation-chasing (Assis & Franklin, 2020) and157

explain in what follows. For other kinds of dunes, Bacik et al. (2020) investigated the158

interaction between a pair of two-dimensional dunes in a narrow Couette-type circular159

channel, where, under the action of a turbulent flow, the pair of dunes interacted with160

each other over long times. Under such spanwise confinement, they found that turbu-161

lent structures of the flow induce a dune-dune repulsion that prevents dune collisions.162

They conjectured that such mechanism could happen for the interaction of two barchans163

of comparable size.164

In spite of all those findings, a general picture for all barchan-barchan interactions165

was still lacking, i.e., the identification and organization of all interaction patterns in a166

parameter space including all relevant parameters: initial separation and alignment, dune167

masses, grain properties, and fluid velocity. In a recent paper (Assis & Franklin, 2020),168

we investigated experimentally the short-range binary interactions of subaqueous barchans,169

including collisions, in both aligned and off-centered configurations. The experiments were170

conducted in a transparent channel where controlled grains were entrained by the wa-171

ter flow, forming a pair of barchans that interacted with each other. We varied the wa-172

ter flow rates, grain types (diameter, density and roundness), pile masses, longitudinal173
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and transverse distances, and initial conditions. As a result, we identified five interac-174

tion patterns for both aligned and off-centered configurations and proposed two maps175

that provide a comprehensive classification for barchan-barchan interactions based on176

the ratio between the number of grains of each dune, Shields number and alignment of177

barchans. The five different patterns observed were classified as (i) chasing, when the178

upstream barchan does not reach the downstream one; (ii) merging, when the upstream179

barchan reaches the downstream one and they merge; (iii) exchange, when, once the up-180

stream barchan reaches the downstream one, a small barchan is ejected; (iv) fragmentation-181

chasing, when the downstream dune splits before being reached by the upstream barchan182

and the new dunes outrun the upstream one; and (v) fragmentation-exchange, when frag-183

mentation initiates, the upstream barchan reaches the splitting dune, and, once they touch,184

a small barchan is ejected. In addition, we showed that an ejected barchan has roughly185

the same mass of the impacting one and that the asymmetry of the downstream barchan186

is larger in wake-dominated processes. However, details at the grain scale of barchan-187

barchan interactions were not investigated.188

Although previous studies have shown that barchan-barchan collision can be a size-189

regulating mechanism and identified the interaction patterns, none of them investigated190

the mass transfers between barchans prior and during collisions, the motion of grains once191

collision took place, nor, with the exception, partially, of Assis and Franklin (2020), the192

dune morphodynamics during collisions. Therefore, mass transfers and motions at the193

grain scale during barchan-barchan interactions remain completely unknown. In this pa-194

per, we further inquire into barchan-barchan interactions by investigating the motion of195

grains while barchans interact with each other, allowing us to compute the mass exchanged196

between barchans and lost by the system, and the spreading of grains of an impacting197

barchan over the target one. The experiments were conducted in a water channel where198

the evolution of pairs of barchans in both aligned and off-centered configurations was recorded199

by conventional and high-speed cameras. Based on image processing, we tracked bed-200

forms and grains for all interaction patterns. We present the trajectories of individual201

grains during different stages of barchan-barchan interactions, from which we find the202

origin and destination of moving grains, their typical lengths and velocities, and the pro-203

portions of grains exchanged between barchans and lost by the entire system. We also204

show that grains from the impacting dune spread with a diffusion-like component over205

the target barchan, and propose a diffusion length for their dispersion. The present re-206

sults provide new insights into the shape and size variations of barchans and barchanoid207

forms found in water, air, and other planetary environments.208

In the following, Sec. 2 describes the experimental setup and procedure, Sec. 3 presents209

the obtained results, and Sec. 4 presents the conclusions.210

2 Experimental Setup211

The experimental device is the same as in Assis and Franklin (2020), consisting of212

a water reservoir, two centrifugal pumps, a flow straightener, a 5-m-long closed-conduit213

channel, a settling tank, and a return line, where a pressure-driven water flow was im-214

posed in the order just described. The channel was made of transparent material and215

had a rectangular cross section 160 mm wide and 2δ = 50 mm high, its 1-m-long test216

section starting 3 m downstream of the channel inlet. This corresponds to 40 hydraulic217

diameters, which assured a developed channel flow upstream the bedforms. The remain-218

ing 1-m-long section connected the exit of the test section to the settling tank. Figures219

1d and 1a present, respectively, the layout of the experimental device and a photograph220

of the test section.221

Controlled grains were poured inside the channel, filled previously with water, form-222

ing two conical piles that were afterward deformed into barchans by the imposed water223

flow. The pairs of bedforms were formed in either aligned or off-centered configurations224
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Figure 1. Experimental setup, barchans and grains detection, and definition of some geomet-

rical parameters. (a) Photograph of the experimental setup showing the test section, camera,

traveling system, LED lights, and dunes on the bottom wall of the channel. (b) Top-view im-

age of two interacting barchans, the water flow is from top to bottom. (c) Binarized image of

interacting barchans showing identified grains that were tracked along images and some of the

barchan dimensions. (d) Layout of the experimental setup.

and the longitudinal distance between initial piles was of the order of the diameter of225

the upstream pile. The size of the upstream dune (impact dune) was always equal or lesser226

than that of the downstream dune (target dune), since the dune velocity varies inversely227

with its size (Bagnold, 1941), their mass ratio varying within 0.021 and 1. We did not228

impose an influx of grains coming from regions upstream the impact dune, so that the229

entire system lost grains and decreased in mass along time. With that procedure, we ob-230

tained binary interactions for all five patterns described in Assis and Franklin (2020),231

in both aligned and off-centered configurations.232

The ensemble of tests used tap water at temperatures within 25 and 28 ◦C and round233

glass beads (ρs = 2500 kg/m3) with diameters 0.15 mm ≤ ds ≤ 0.25 mm and 0.40 mm234

≤ ds ≤ 0.60 mm (not mixed with each other). In the following, we consider d as the235

mean value of ds. In order to facilitate the tracking of grains, tests focused on the mass236

exchange between barchans used 96-98 % of white grains and 4-2 % of black grains, for237

both dunes, and tests focused on particle diffusion at the grain scale used white grains238

for the impact and red grains for the target dune (colors inverted with respect to Assis239

and Franklin (2020)), all of them with the same density, diameter and roundness for a240

given test. The cross-sectional mean velocity of water, U , was fixed at either 0.243 or241

0.278 m/s (computed as the measured flow rate divided by the cross-sectional area), cor-242

responding to Reynolds numbers based on the channel height, Re = ρU2δ/µ, of 1.22 ×243

104 and 1.39 × 104, respectively, where µ is the dynamic viscosity and ρ the density of244

the fluid. The shear velocities on the channel walls in the absence of dunes, u∗, were com-245
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puted based on measurements with a two-dimensional two-component particle image ve-246

locimetry (2D2C-PIV) device and found to follow the Blasius correlation (Schlichting,247

2000), being 0.0141 and 0.0159 m/s for the two imposed water flows. By considering the248

fluid velocities applied to each grain type, the Shields number, θ = (ρu2

∗
)/((ρs−ρ)gd),249

varied within 0.027 and 0.086, where g is the acceleration of gravity. Because the shear250

velocity varies over the surface of each dune, as well as in some regions on the channel251

walls when in the presence of barchans (Bristow et al., 2018, 2019, 2020), we use u∗ (undis-252

turbed by dunes) as the reference value for the fluid shearing. Microscopy images of the253

used grains and a table summarizing the tested conditions are available in the support-254

ing information.255

The evolution of bedforms was recorded by either a high-speed or a conventional256

camera mounted on a traveling system and placed above the channel, both the camera257

and traveling system being controlled by a computer. The high-speed camera was of com-258

plementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) type with maximum resolution of 2560259

px × 1600 px at 800 Hz, and we set its region of interest (ROI) within 2176 px × 960260

px and 2560 px × 1600 px and the frequency to 200 Hz. The field of view varied from261

117 mm × 75 mm to 205 mm × 112 mm, the area covered by each grain varying within262

6 to 32 px in the images. The conventional camera, also of of CMOS type, had a max-263

imum resolution of 1920 px × 1080 px at 60 Hz, which were the ROI and frequency set264

in the tests. For the tests on the exchange pattern, the field of view was 160 mm × 90265

mm, the area covered by each grain (d = 0.2 mm) corresponding thus to approximately266

5 px, while the tests on the merging pattern had a field of view of 260 mm × 146 mm,267

the area covered by each grain (d = 0.5 mm) corresponding to approximately 11 px. We268

mounted lenses of 60 mm focal distance and F2.8 maximum aperture on the cameras and269

made use of lamps of light-emitting diode (LED) branched to a continuous-current source270

to provide the necessary light while preventing beating with the cameras. The conver-271

sion from px to a physical system of units was made by means of a scale placed in the272

channel previously filled with water. Movies showing the motion of grains over approach-273

ing and colliding barchans are available in the supporting information.274

The acquired images were processed by numerical scripts written in the course of275

this work and based on Crocker and Grier (1996), Kelley and Ouellette (2011), Houssais276

et al. (2015) and Cúñez and Franklin (2020). They basically removed the image back-277

ground, binarized the images, identified the barchan morphology and individual grains,278

and computed the main morphological properties of bedforms, their relative distances279

and the motion of grains. Figures 1b and 1c present, respectively, raw and processed im-280

ages, the latter showing identified grains that were tracked along images.281

Given its high frequencies, the high-speed camera uses an internal memory to store282

the acquired images, to be discharged to a computer once the measurements are over or283

the memory full. Depending on the tests, the time for discharging image files was greater284

than that for reaching the next stage of interaction between dunes. These were the cases285

of tests with higher velocities (U = 0.278 m/s), for which once the images were discharged286

we had to restart the tests from the beginning, under the same conditions, until reach-287

ing the next stage to be recorded. For the other tests, measurements were made in a con-288

tinuous mode, the camera having discharged the files to the computer before the next289

stage was reached. We note that in spite of presenting the realization of one instance of290

each interaction stage, we recorded a large number of tests at normal (60 Hz) frequen-291

cies (123 of them presented in Assis and Franklin (2020)) and repeated the data acqui-292

sition of all tests at higher frequencies. We verified that the trajectories were consistent293

with the results presented here and, because of the large amount of data presented in294

this paper (for instance, 22 movies in the supporting information), we did not fully pro-295

cess all the data and do not show all of them here.296
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3 Results and discussion297

Because in Assis and Franklin (2020) the ensemble of tests for each pattern showed298

the same behavior, we present next the motion of grains for one instance of each pat-299

tern, in both aligned and off-centered configurations.300

3.1 Trajectories of grains leaving dunes and mass exchange301

We tracked moving grains during the interaction of barchans, and computed302

their trajectories. For these grains, the motion was mainly continuous, though with303

a stick-slip character, occurring directly over the channel wall (acrylic) and happen-304

ing for a short time (that necessary for traveling from one barchan to the other).305

The trajectories of grains migrating from one dune to another, and also of grains306

leaving dunes and being entrained further downstream by the fluid, are of par-307

ticular interest. Those trajectories reveal not only the masses exchanged between308

nearby dunes and lost by the entire system, but also details on how these exchanges309

and losses occur. Figures 2 to 6 show the trajectories of grains during different310

stages of barchan-barchan interactions, for all the five patterns in both aligned311

and off-centered configurations. Figures 2 to 6 correspond to the chasing, merg-312

ing, exchange, fragmentation-chasing and fragmentation-exchange patterns (Assis313

& Franklin, 2020), respectively, where subfigures on the top are related to aligned314

and on the bottom to off-centered cases. Red lines correspond to grains leaving the315

upstream (impact) dune, blue lines to grains leaving the downstream (target) dune,316

white lines to grains migrating from a downstream bedform to the upstream one,317

and magenta lines to grains leaving a new bedform. Whenever the bedforms are not318

the original impact and target barchans (case of white trajectories), the upstream319

bedform is considered as the one whose centroid is in an upstream position with320

respect to the other bedform. For the sake of clarity, the trajectories of a small por-321

tion of grains are plotted in Figures 2 to 6 (in average, 45% of trajectories that took322

place during approximately 9 s were plotted, but percentages vary from 5% to 100%323

depending on the case), all trajectory types being shown, however.324

For the chasing pattern (Figure 2), the wake of the upstream barchan strongly af-325

fects the downstream one (Bristow et al., 2018, 2019, 2020), the downstream barchan326

being strongly eroded and, due to small asymmetries, becoming eventually off-centered327

even in the aligned case. We observe a large number of grains leaving the downstream328

barchan (in the aligned case, once dunes become off-centered), and the asymmetry of horns329

increases due to grains received asymmetrically from the upstream barchan. With both330

cases being eventually in an off-centered configuration, only grains from one of the horns331

of the upstream barchan reach the downstream one, and part of them simply go around332

the downstream barchan. At that stage (Figures 2b and 2d), we measured that approx-333

imately 25% of grains leaving the upstream barchan go over the downstream dune (24%334

in the aligned and 28% in the off-centered case, which correspond to mass flow rates of335

4.60 × 10−3 and 1.12 × 10−3 g/s, respectively), and that 7% go around it and 69% are336

directly entrained further downstream in the aligned case (mass flow rates of 1.34 × 10−3
337

and 1.32 × 10−2 g/s, respectively), while 44% go around the downstream barchan and338

28% are directly entrained further downstream in the off-centered case (mass flow rates339

of 1.75 × 10−3 and 1.12 × 10−3 g/s, respectively). In addition, we computed the differ-340

ence between grains received and lost by the downstream barchan (still at the late stage)341

and found that it reaches deficits of 18% and 33% in the aligned and off-centered cases,342

respectively (net flow rates of 3.45 × 10−3 and 1.32 × 10−3 g/s, respectively). The mea-343

sured deficits corroborate the size decrease of the downstream barchan in the chasing344

pattern.345

For the merging pattern (Figure 3), we observe some differences between the aligned346

and off-centered cases. At the initial stage of the aligned case, a great part of grains leav-347
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Figure 2. Trajectories of some grains at two different intervals for the chasing pattern. Fig-

ures (a) and (b) correspond to two different stages of the interaction for the aligned case, and

figures (c) and (d) to two different stages for the off-centered case. Red lines correspond to grains

leaving the upstream dune and blue lines to grains leaving the downstream one.

Figure 3. Trajectories of some grains at two different intervals for the merging pattern. Fig-

ures (a) and (b) correspond to two different stages of the interaction for the aligned case, and

figures (c) and (d) to two different stages for the off-centered case. Red lines correspond to grains

leaving the upstream dune, blue lines to grains leaving the downstream one, and white lines to

grains migrating from the downstream bedform to the upstream one.
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Figure 4. Trajectories of some grains at two different intervals for the exchange pattern. Fig-

ures (a) and (b) correspond to two different stages of the interaction for the aligned case, and

figures (c) and (d) to two different stages for the off-centered case. Red lines correspond to grains

leaving the upstream dune, blue lines to grains leaving the downstream one, white lines to grains

migrating from the downstream bedform to the upstream one, and magenta lines to grains leav-

ing the new bedform.

ing the upstream dune reaches the downstream one (92% of grains are incorporated by348

the downstream bedform, which corresponds to 3.69 × 10−3 g/s), deforming the down-349

stream barchan into a barchanoid form. At a later stage, when dunes are almost collid-350

ing, the recirculation region in the wake of the upstream barchan carries grains from the351

downstream bedform to the upstream one, eroding the toe of the downstream bedform352

and forming a monolayer carpet between dunes before merging occurs. In the off-centered353

case, the main differences are that a much smaller number of grains leaving the upstream354

dune at the initial stage reaches the downstream one (only 1% of them, corresponding355

to 3.65 × 10−5 g/s), and that, before merging occurs, the recirculation region of the up-356

stream barchan does not strongly erode the leading edge of the downstream dune, form-357

ing only the monolayer carpet.358

During the initial stages, the behaviors of the exchange pattern in aligned and off-359

centered configurations (Figures 4a and 4c) are similar to those of the merging pattern360

(Figures 3a and 3c), the main difference being that grains leave the target barchan along361

all the lee face, instead of only through the horns. In the off-centered case, grains do not362

leave the target barchan from its horn farther from the upstream dune. This transverse363

distribution of the granular flux is caused by disturbances in the fluid flow (due to the364

upstream barchan), the flux of parting grains being concentrated out of horns in the case365

of an isolated barchan, as shown in the supporting information. We note that in Figure366

4a the field of view does not allow us to follow the parting grains further downstream.367

However, during the tests we noticed that, indeed, a part of grains is entrained further368

downstream from the avalanche/lee face. After collision has taken place, the perturba-369

tion caused by the impacting barchan leads the resulting bedform to eject a new barchan.370

Along this text, we refer sometimes to the resulting (merged) and ejected bedforms as371

parent and baby barchans, respectively. In the aligned case, the new barchan is ejected372
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Figure 5. Trajectories of some grains at three different intervals for the fragmentation-chasing

pattern. Figures (a), (b) and (c) correspond to three different stages of the interaction for the

aligned case, and figures (d), (e) and (f) to three different stages for the off-centered case. Red

lines correspond to grains leaving the upstream dune, blue lines to grains leaving the downstream

one, white lines to grains migrating from the downstream bedform to the upstream one, and ma-

genta lines to grains leaving a new bedform.

from a central position at the lee face, and we observe that a considerable part of grains373

migrate from the new ejected barchan toward the upstream bedform (22% of the grains374

that leave the new barchan, corresponding to 1.02 × 10−3 g/s), forming two branches375

connecting, during a certain period, both dunes. In the off-centered case, the new barchan376

is ejected from one of the horns, and grains do not migrate from the ejected barchan to-377

ward the upstream dune. Instead, the ejected barchan continues receiving grains from378

the upstream dune.379

In the fragmentation-chasing pattern (Figure 5), the perturbation caused by the380

wake of the upstream barchan is so strong that it splits the downstream dune into two381

smaller barchans. In both the aligned and off-centered cases, the downstream dune re-382

ceives grains from the upstream barchan, but loses a larger quantity of grains (reaching383

deficits of 73% and 19% in the aligned and off-centered cases, respectively, which cor-384

respond to 3.92 × 10−4 and 7.92 × 10−5 g/s). Because of the perturbation of the fluid385

flow, grains leave barchans along the lee face, the exception being the smaller of split barchans386

of the off-centered case (perhaps also in the aligned case, but we did not follow it far-387

ther in the channel given the limitations of our traveling system). Once divided, the new388

barchans travel faster than the upstream one and they do not collide. However, one of389

the new barchans remains for some time close to the upstream one and some of its grains390

migrate toward the latter, entrained by the recirculation region.391

The fragmentation-exchange pattern (Figure 6) is roughly similar to the fragmentation-392

chasing one, the main difference being that the impact barchan collides with one of the393

split bedforms. During the collision process, some grains are entrained from the down-394

stream dune toward the impact barchan by the wake of the latter. In the aligned case,395

grains entrained further downstream leave barchans through one of the horns (mainly396
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Figure 6. Trajectories of some grains at two different intervals for the fragmentation-exchange

pattern. Figures (a) and (b) correspond to two different stages of the interaction for the aligned

case, and figures (c) and (d) to two different stages for the off-centered case. Red lines correspond

to grains leaving the upstream dune, blue lines to grains leaving the downstream one, white lines

to grains migrating from the downstream bedform to the upstream one, and magenta lines to

grains leaving a new bedform.

through the shared horn), while in the off-centered case parting grains are distributed397

along the lee face. Around 45% of the grains leaving the downstream bedforms migrate398

to the impact barchan in the aligned case (46% and 42% in Figures 6a and 6b, respec-399

tively, which correspond to 6.55 × 10−5 and 4.31 × 10−5 g/s), while the percentages are400

70% and 5% for the two stages of the off-centered case shown in Figures 6c and 6d, re-401

spectively (corresponding to 1.69 × 10−3 and 8.05 × 10−5 g/s). In the aligned case these402

percentages consider both split bedforms, while those for the off-centered case consider403

only grains from the split bedform closer to the impact barchan. The high percentage404

found in the approaching of barchans in the off-centered case (Figure 6c) reflects the for-405

mation of a granular bridge between them, which, once formed, unite both barchans with406

the consequent decrease in grains entrained toward the upstream dune (Figure 6d).407

The chasing and fragmentation-chasing patterns are, perhaps, the three-dimensional408

equivalent of the dune-dune repulsion identified by Bacik et al. (2020) in a narrow Couette-409

type circular channel, where the wake of the upstream bedform intensifies erosion on the410

downstream one, increasing the celerity of the latter. However, different from Bacik et411

al. (2020), our channel is relatively large, producing dune-dune repulsion cases where barchans412

become off-centered and split (in addition to the collision cases).413

A table summarizing the percentages of grains exchanged between dunes, the to-414

tal number of moving grains and the considered time interval is available in the support-415

ing information. With that, we can estimate the overall transport of grains in the inter-416

dune space (migrating from one dune to another or being entrained further downstream),417

which is also presented in the supporting information (in terms of mass flow rates). In418

addition, trajectories of grains leaving an isolated subaqueous barchan are also available419

in the supporting information, from which we can observe that all grains leave the dune420
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through their horns (a great part of them coming from upstream regions and going around421

the dune before reaching the horns, as shown by Alvarez and Franklin (2018) and Alvarez422

and Franklin (2019)).423

3.2 Lengths and velocities of exchanged grains424

Based on grain trajectories, we identified, for the characteristic routes distinguished425

in Subsection 3.1, typical lengths and velocities of grains migrating from one dune to an-426

other. For that, we computed the displacement lengths in the longitudinal and trans-427

verse directions, ∆x and ∆y, respectively, as well as the time-averaged velocities in the428

longitudinal and transverse directions, Vx and Vy, respectively, of exchanged particles.429

Displacements were computed as the differences between the final and initial positions430

of each grain from their departure from one dune until reaching another one, and aver-431

age velocities as the mean values for each grain during its migration. We then plotted432

their respective probability distributions (PDs) by considering all tracked particles, and433

present some of them in Figures 7 and 8 (other PDs are available in the supporting in-434

formation, including those for an isolated barchan). While the velocities were normal-435

ized by u∗, which is a characteristic velocity at the grain scale, lengths were normalized436

by Ldrag = ρsρ
−1d (Hersen et al., 2002). Although the saturation length Ls proposed437

by Pähtz et al. (2013) is the proper scale for the response of a granular bed to flow changes,438

and, therefore, for erosion and deposition and minimum bedform scales, we use Ldrag439

for normalizations. Ls takes into account the forces controlling grain and fluid relaxation,440

both for gases and liquids, incorporating mechanisms not present in Ldrag. However, Ldrag441

is a length scale of inertial nature with a simple expression proposed by Hersen et al. (2002),442

being a reasonable scaling for dune lengths over 5 orders of magnitude (Claudin & An-443

dreotti, 2006).444

Figure 7 presents PDs of grains migrating from upstream to downstream barchans,445

and Figure 8 of those migrating from downstream to upstream bedforms. Distances and446

velocities for the remaining cases are similar to those shown in Figures 7 and 8, and some447

of them are presented in the supporting information, as well as those for a single barchan.448

In general, mean values of traveled distances in the longitudinal direction are propor-449

tional to the longitudinal separation between barchans, while in the transverse direction450

they are proportional to the transverse offset between bedforms. Because exchanged grains451

move directly over the channel wall (acrylic) when traveling from one barchan to another,452

defining an area over which they move is more difficult than for grains moving over a thick453

granular bed. However, distributions of ∆x and ∆y can be used to estimate the area swept454

by the tracked grains: for grains moving in the longitudinal direction, that area is pro-455

portional to ∆x multiplied by 2 times the standard deviation of ∆y, and the contrary456

(in terms of x and y) for grains moving in the transverse direction. Since we performed457

Lagrangian tracking, another area of interest is the cross-sectional area crossed by the458

followed particles. Because the exchanged grains roll directly over the channel wall, the459

height of that area is proportional to the grain diameter, while its width is proportional460

to the standard deviations of ∆y or ∆x for grains moving in the longitudinal or trans-461

verse directions, respectively. Therefore, bedload fluxes can be estimated as the mass flow462

rates divided by the corresponding cross-sectional areas. Concerning specifically the val-463

ues of ∆y/Ldrag measured for barchan-barchan interactions, they have mean values and464

standard deviations higher than those for the single dune (that has mean average and465

standard deviation of -0.62 and 3.16, respectively). In particular, for cases where chan-466

neling is present (red trajectories in Figures 2b, 3c, 3d and 5c, for example), ∆y/Ldrag467

reaches values one or two orders of magnitude higher than those for the single dune, in-468

dicating a strong deflection in the trajectories of grains (values available in the support-469

ing information).470

For the longitudinal component of velocities, mean values are mostly positive but471

can be negative when grains are entrained by the recirculation region of the upstream472
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Figure 7. PDs of total distances traveled by grains in longitudinal and transverse directions,

∆x and ∆y, respectively, normalized by Ldrag, and PDs of time-averaged velocities in the lon-

gitudinal and transverse directions, Vx and Vy, respectively, normalized by u∗ (values of u∗ are

available in the supporting information). Figures (a) and (b) correspond to red trajectories in

Figure 3a, with mean values of ∆x/Ldrag = 33.4 and ∆y/Ldrag = 2.4, and standard deviations

of, respectively, 18.2 and 6.7Ldrag. Figures (c) and (d) correspond to red trajectories in Figure

3d, with mean values of ∆x/Ldrag = 12.6 and ∆y/Ldrag = 1.3, and standard deviations of, re-

spectively, 12.7 and 2.4. Figures (e) and (f) correspond to red trajectories in Figures 2a and 2b

with mean values of Vy/u∗ equal to -0.01 and 0.23, and standard deviations of 0.16 and 0.10,

respectively. Figures (g) and (h) correspond to red trajectories in Figure 5c (grains leaving the

impact barchan along its lee face), with mean values of Vx/u∗ = 1.01 and Vy/u∗ = -0.08, and

standard deviations of 0.39 and 0.19, respectively.
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Figure 8. PDs of total distances traveled by grains in longitudinal and transverse directions,

∆x and ∆y, respectively, normalized by Ldrag, and PDs of time-averaged velocities in the lon-

gitudinal and transverse directions, Vx and Vy, respectively, normalized by u∗ (values of u∗ are

available in the supporting information). Figures (a) to (d) correspond to white trajectories in

Figure 4b, with mean values for lenghts of ∆x/Ldrag = 9.1 and ∆y/Ldrag = 8.0 and standard de-

viations of, respectively, 5.4 and 17.8, and mean values for velocities of Vx/u∗ = 0.55 and Vy/u∗

= 0.37, and standard deviations of 0.31 and 1.13, respectively. Figures (e) to (h) correspond to

white trajectories in Figure 6a, with mean values for lengths of ∆x/Ldrag = -7.2 and ∆y/Ldrag

= -6.3 and standard deviations of, rescpectively, 3.5 and 11.4, and mean values for velocities of

Vx/u∗ = -0.10 and Vy/u∗ = -0.14, and standard deviations of 0.06 and 0.18, respectively.
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dune, which happens in some cases when two bedforms are very close, almost touching473

each other. In the main, they are one order of magnitude smaller than the undisturbed474

shear velocity over the channel wall (reference value), u∗, but in some regions where the475

fluid flow is locally accelerated and/or has its turbulence level increased Vx reaches val-476

ues of the same order of magnitude of u∗ (same order of magnitude found for grains leav-477

ing an isolated barchan, shown in the supporting information). For the transverse com-478

ponent, mean values tend to zero for aligned bedforms, due to symmetry, and deviate479

from zero for off-centered bedforms (for reference, values for grains leaving an isolated480

barchan have an average of the order of 10−3u∗). For some aligned bedfoms, such as dur-481

ing the ejection of a baby barchan in the aligned-exchange configuration, distributions482

of transverse displacements and velocities are bimodal and roughly symmetrical around483

a zero mean. In particular, we found that the grains migrating from the baby barchan484

toward the parent dune in the aligned-exchange configuration move downstream, with485

mean longitudinal distances of approximately 10Ldrag and transverse displacements of486

approximately 15Ldrag. For the chasing pattern in aligned configuration, mean values487

of Vy/u∗ deviate from approximately zero toward other values (from -0.01 to 0.23 in the488

case of Figures 7e and 7f), this being a consequence of wake interactions, including chan-489

neling, that lead the aligned configuration toward an off-centered one. In all interact-490

ing cases, wake effects and small asymmetries are present, the mean value of Vy/u∗ for491

the single dune being at least one order of magnitude smaller when compared to all cases492

(Vy/u∗ = -0.006 for the single dune).493

3.3 Spreading after collision494

Having analyzed in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 the motion of grains between bedforms,495

we investigate now the motion, after collision has taken place, of grains originally in the496

impact barchan. For that, we present data at both the barchan and grain scales. At the497

barchan scale, some of the images obtained by Assis and Franklin (2020) are now fur-498

ther treated for measuring the spreading of the impacting bedform based on the evolu-499

tion of its area over the target barchan. At the grain scale, we determine, from new movies,500

typical trajectories of individual grains by tracking their motion once collision has oc-501

curred.502

We notice two distinct stages in the evolution of the impacting bedform in the merg-503

ing and exchange cases. The first stage corresponds to a barchan shape being stretched504

and becoming a longitudinal stripe, while in the second one the stripe widens slowly along505

time. Both stages can be observed in Figures 9 to 11, which show grains from the im-506

pact barchan over the target one, and also in the supporting information, which shows507

the width of the longitudinal stripe Wd as a function of time. We note that a two-stage508

adaptation of dunes to a change in the flow conditions has already been proposed by Fischer509

et al. (2008). Based on 2D simulations using a minimum model (Kroy et al., 2002a, 2002b),510

they showed that dunes are unstable solutions: once disturbed, a first stage that corre-511

sponds to an adaptation of shape to the new unstable conditions takes place, followed512

by a second stage where mass changes along these new conditions. This seems to bear513

similarities with the spreading of the impact barchan after collision takes place. How-514

ever, while the initial flattening can in part be explained as an adaptation to new con-515

ditions, sharing perhaps similarities with Fischer et al. (2008), the transverse diffusion516

does not seem related to numerical results based on 2D bedforms since the widening of517

the longitudinal stripe results from a diffusion-like mechanism over the resulting barchan,518

not acting directly on the same bedform (the impact barchan, which has flattened in the519

first stage).520

For the first stage, Figures 9 and 10 show how grains originally in the impact barchan521

spread over the target one during merging and exchange processes, respectively, in the522

aligned case. Red (clear) regions correspond to grains from the impact barchan and white523

(darker) to grains from the target one, and different instants are shown from top to bot-524
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Figure 9. Distribution of grains from the impact barchan over the target one during a merg-

ing process in the aligned case. Red (clear in figures b, e and h) grains come from the impact

barchan and white (darker in figures b, e and h) grains are from the target one. From top to

bottom, figures correspond to different instants (shown in figures), and from left to right figures

correspond to raw, grayscale and binary images. Ld is the length and Wd the width of the struc-

ture formed with grains from the impact barchan.
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Figure 10. Distribution of grains from the impact barchan over the target one during an ex-

change process in the aligned case. Red (clear in figures b, e and h) grains come from the impact

barchan and white (darker in figures b, e and h) grains are from the target one. From top to

bottom, figures correspond to different instants (shown in figures), and from left to right figures

correspond to raw, grayscale and binary images. Ld is the length and Wd the width of the struc-

ture formed with grains from the impact barchan.
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Figure 11. Second stage of the spreading of grains from the impact dune over the target one

during (a) and (b) merging and (c) and (d) exchange processes. Red grains come from the im-

pact barchan. Times and lengths are shown in the figure.

tom. We observe that, while the impacting bedform is deformed into a longitudinal stripe,525

its wake disturbs the surface of the target barchan. In the case of the exchange pattern,526

the perturbation is strong enough to eject a new barchan that does not contain grains527

from the impact dune, while in the merging pattern the perturbation is attenuated. The528

difference in patterns may be related to the lengths of surface waves, that propagate faster529

than the resulting barchan and, if not attenuated, can eject a new barchan by calving530

(Elbelrhiti et al., 2005; Worman et al., 2013). Claudin and Andreotti (2006) showed that531

the minimum wavelength for subaqueous waves is approximately 20 mm, meaning that532

only waves longer than that value persist and produce calving. If we consider the ini-533

tial values of Wd as the typical length of the impact barchan, then Wd < 20 mm for the534

merging and Wd > 20 mm for the exchanges patterns, in accordance with Claudin and535

Andreotti (2006) (see the supporting information for the evolutions of Wd along time).536

The ejection of a baby barchan seems thus in accordance with the calving mechanism,537

as proposed by Elbelrhiti et al. (2005) and Worman et al. (2013).538

Figure 11 presents the second stage of the deformation of the impacting bedform,539

Figures 11a and 11b corresponding to a merging process and Figures 11c and 11d to an540

exchange process. We observe that the longitudinal stripe widens slowly along time, in541
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Figure 12. Typical trajectories of individual grains from the impact barchan over the target

one for (a) merging and (b) exchange.

what resembles a diffusion process, taking 300 s to widen 0.91 mm in the merging case542

and 330 s to widen 1.67 mm in the exchange case. The corresponding expansion (widen-543

ing) velocities are, respectively, 3 × 10−6 and 5 × 10−6 m/s, which correspond to 2 ×544

10−4 and 3 × 10−4u∗, while grain velocities are much larger, of the order of 10−1u∗ (as545

shown next). Because the main flow is in the longitudinal direction, we conjecture that546

the widening of the longitudinal stripe is caused by the erratic trajectories of grains, which547

are, in addition, amplified in the transverse direction due to the lateral slopes of the bed-548

form. Although not a pure diffusion in the strict sense, we describe next this widening549

processes as a diffusion-like mechanism given the resemblance. In order to investigate550

that, we followed individual grains during the stripe widening and computed their tra-551

jectories, displacement lengths and velocities.552

Figures 12a and 12b show some trajectories of grains (from the impact dune) over553

the target barchan for the merging and exchange processes, respectively. The motion of554

these grains was intermittent and occurred from a starting point until reaching the crest555

region. We observe a small transverse component that varies from grain to grain that556

contributes to the stripe widening. In order to scrutinize their relation, we computed mean557

values and standard deviations of displacements and velocities for a large amount of par-558

ticles, obtaining diffusion-like measurements at the grain scale. The considered grains559

were those from the impact barchan that started moving over the target barchan at po-560

sitions within a width equivalent to that of the impact dune (boundaries shown in Fig-561

ure 12).562

Figure 13 presents PDs of total distances traveled by the followed grains in the lon-563

gitudinal and transverse directions, ∆x (Figures 13a and 13c) and ∆y (Figures 13b and564

13d), respectively. These distances correspond to the differences between the final and565

initial positions of each grain, and they are normalized by Ldrag. Figures 13a and 13b566

correspond to the merging and Figures 13c and 13d to the exchange pattern. PDs of ∆x/Ldrag567

have a decreasing distribution that seems exponential, but we prefer to not assert its form568
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Figure 13. PDs of total distances traveled by grains in: (a) and (c) the longitudinal direction

and (b) and (d) the transverse direction, ∆x and ∆y, respectively, normalized by Ldrag. Figures

(a) and (b) correspond to the merging and (c) and (d) to the exchange pattern.

for the moment, however, given the relative small size of our samples. Longitudinal dis-569

tances have average values of approximately 4 and 6Ldrag and RMS (root mean square)570

averages of 5 and 10Ldrag for the merging and exchange patterns, respectively. Distri-571

butions of ∆y/Ldrag show a Gaussian-like behavior, peaked close to zero. Here again,572

we prefer to not assert the form of the distribution. Transverse distances traveled by the573

followed grains show average values of approximately 0.1 and -0.2Ldrag, standard devi-574

ations of 0.8 and 1.5Ldrag, and RMS averages of 0.8 and 1.5Ldrag for the merging and575

exchange patterns, respectively. These values show ensemble averages around zero with576

large dispersions, indicating that grains travel longitudinally with considerable devia-577

tions in the transverse direction that are symmetrical with respect to the longitudinal578

direction. This kind of trajectory spreads the longitudinal stripe in a way that resem-579

bles a diffusion mechanism.580

Figure 14 presents mean velocities of grains during their trajectories in the longi-581

tudinal and transverse directions, Vx (Figures 14a and 14c) and Vy (Figures 14b and 14d),582

respectively, normalized by u∗. Each mean value in the PDs was computed as the time-583

averaged velocity of each grain during its displacement over the dune. PDs of Vx show584

a decreasing distribution that is monotonic for the merging and non-monotonic for the585

exchange pattern. The mean velocities in the longitudinal direction are of the order of586

0.1u∗: Vx presents average values of 0.07 and 0.08u∗, standard deviations of 0.06 and 0.08u∗,587

and RMS averages of 0.09 and 0.11u∗ for the merging and exchange patterns, respec-588

tively. PDs of Vy are peaked close to zero, and present average values of approximately589

4.0 × 10−4 and -1.5 × 10−3u∗, standard deviations of approximately 1.0 × 10−2 and 1.4590

× 10−2u∗, and RMS averages of 9.5 × 10−3 and 1.4 × 10−2u∗ for the merging and ex-591

change patterns, respectively. As for ∆y, transverse velocities present an ensemble av-592

erage around zero with large dispersion, indicating motions in the transverse direction593

that are symmetrical with respect to the longitudinal direction. For each grain, we com-594

puted the RMS average of the transverse velocity, V yrms, during its trajectory over the595

barchan, and present the corresponding PDs in supporting information. From the RMS596

PDs, we find average values of 3 × 10−4 and 7 × 10−4u∗ (5 × 10−6 and 11 × 10−6 m/s)597

for the merging and exchange cases, respectively. These values are of the same order of598

magnitude of those obtained for the expansion of the longitudinal stripe. PDs of ∆x, ∆y,599

Vx, Vy and V yrms in dimensional form are available in the supporting information.600
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Figure 14. PDs of time-averaged velocities in: (a) and (c) the longitudinal direction and (b)

and (d) the transverse direction, Vx and Vy, respectively, normalized by u∗. Figures (a) and (b)

correspond to the merging and (c) and (d) to the exchange pattern.

Finally, we computed the diffusion length ld = σ2

y/(2∆x), where σy is the standard601

deviation of the transverse displacement, as proposed by Seizilles et al. (2014) for bed-602

load over a plane bed, though in the present case grains move over a curved bed: they603

follow an upward slope along the symmetry line, with a varying lateral inclination from604

the symmetry line toward the flanks. We found ld/Ldrag ≈ 0.10 and 0.20 (correspond-605

ing to ld/d ≈ 0.3 and 0.5) for the merging and exchange patterns, respectively. These606

values are one order of magnitude higher than that obtained by Seizilles et al. (2014),607

who found ld/Ldrag ≈ 0.012 (or ld/d ≈ 0.03). We believe that the lateral slope amplify608

the transverse component of the motion in subaqueous bedload, which has an erratic ori-609

gin (Seizilles et al., 2014), improving significantly the transverse diffusion and increas-610

ing ld by one order of magnitude. For the upward slope in itself, we believe that it has611

no significant effect on ld since the diffusion-like mechanism occurs in the transverse di-612

rection.613

4 Conclusions614

We investigated the motion of grains while two barchans interacted with each other615

by performing experiments in a water channel, recording images with high-speed and con-616

ventional cameras, and tracking bedforms and individual grains along images. We found617

typical trajectories of grains during barchan-barchan interactions, from which we deter-618

mined the origin and destination of moving grains, the proportions of grains exchanged619

between barchans and lost by the entire system, the respective mass flow rates, and the620

typical lengths and velocities of grains following different paths. Among our findings, we621

showed that the approximate deficits of granular fluxes in the aligned and off-centered622

configurations reach, respectively, 20 and 30% for the chasing and 60 and 20% for the623

fragmentation-chasing patterns. Therefore, in these patterns the downstream bedforms624

decrease in size, moving faster and avoiding collision with the upstream dune. Interest-625

ingly, we found that during the ejection of a new barchan in the exchange pattern in aligned626

configuration, 20% of grains leaving the baby barchan move toward the parent bedform,627

forming two granular branches that connect both dunes during a given period of time.628

In this particular case, we found that these grains move downstream, whereas in the ex-629
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change pattern in off-centered configuration there are no grains migrating from the baby630

barchan toward the parent dune, the same occurring in the fragmentation exchange case631

(for both aligned and off-centered configurations). In addition, we followed the bedforms632

after collision took place in the merging and exchange patterns, revealing an initial stage,633

where the impact barchan is stretched until becoming a longitudinal stripe, and a sec-634

ond stage where the stripe widens slowly. For the second stage, we followed grains orig-635

inally in the impact barchan and showed that they spread with an erratic trajectory over636

the target dune, having transverse velocities that scale with the front velocity of the stripe637

and resembling a diffusion process. For these grains, we found a diffusion length ld of638

the order of 0.1Ldrag, one order of magnitude higher than that obtained by Seizilles et639

al. (2014) for subaqueous bedload over plane beds, and we conjecture that the lateral640

slopes of barchans amplify the transverse component of the erratic motion of grains.641

In general, the following insights into the modeling of barchan-barchan interactions642

are gained from this study: (i) in certain cases, there are different trajectories for grains643

in the presence of an upstream perturbation (caused by the upstream barchan), with grains644

not being entrained further downstream from certain horns and/or leaving the target barchan645

along the lee face (instead of through the horns), for instance; (ii) the knowledge of how646

grains are exchanged between barchans, at different phases of the interaction patterns;647

(iii) the identification of a diffusion-like mechanism after collision has taken place, and648

a corresponding diffusion length. These results represent a step toward understanding649

the barchan coarsening and division, size selection, and variability of barchanoid shapes650

found in water, air, and other planetary environments.651
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